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CITY OF BATAVIA BRANDING
As an outcome of discussion at the last Committee of the Whole meeting, the city branding proposal has been
updated to reflect feedback provided by the City Council.
This project began in response to the need to revise and refurbish the monument signs welcoming people to
the City of Batavia. City Council voted to approve funding for branding research and development, and a
Request For Proposal was created to solicit this professional consultation.

That RFP was issued in August of 2016, and ten proposals were received including one Batavia firm. These
proposals were assessed and four were chosen for the interview process. The company chosen, Sparc.Inc.,
specializes in branding for municipalities and has a successful track record of building compelling and
practical brand initiatives for municipalities.
BRANDING COMMITTEE

A branding committee was chosen to include representatives from leading Batavia organizations and citizen’s
groups. These included Mainstreet, the Chamber of Commerce and representatives from commissions and
community groups, city staff and members of City Council..

This committee was initially led by Scott Buening in Community Development, and the branding survey and
interview process was begun with Sparc receiving more than 800 responses to a question base designed to
identify the community’s view of itself and where its attributes reside.
BRANDING RESEARCH AND RESULTS

Upon joining the City of Batavia in April 2017, Christopher Cudworth began overseeing the branding
committee and coordinating the feedback process. At that point the brand research had been completed by
Sparc and presentations to both the branding committee and City Council were conducted to share the
results. The research showed a strong community affinity for pride in working together and having the heart
to collaborate across many fronts.

Thus the brand research drove an analysis process across many fronts. In each case the results came from the
data generated through surveys and individual interviews. These included followup interviews to complete
the process with City Council as stipulated in the contract.
Some of the concepts that emerged still hold potential for use in integrated marketing campaigns but the
main choice that emerged from critical review was the brand tagline Powered By Neighbors.

“POWERED BY” BENEFITS
The key benefits of the Powered By Neighbors branding theme are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Its action-oriented positivity; the branding suggests progress and potential
its inclusiveness; the Neighbors theme suggests collaboration across many fronts
its flexibility; the Powered By…component can accommodate alternate marketing targets
practicality; Powered By Neighbors can be co-branded by other Batavia organizations
outreach; the brand image is an invitation for others to join the community

POWERED BY…SHARING THE MESSAGE

One of the principle tools for the branding tagline Powered By Neighbors is to communicate the
collaborative, supportive environment of Batavia toward business and economic development. One of the
principal attributes of our community is the ability for business-based organizations such as Mainstreet, the
Chamber and the City of Batavia to partner in the process of outreach to prospective businesses.

This is a continually developing dynamic that is in some ways unique to Batavia. It is reflected in the Powered
By Neighbors brand statement.

There is potential as well to engage Batavia’s citizens to become Power Partners by enrolling in a social
media program to share Batavia-branded material such as Case Studies, links to stories on websites, video
and other content is promoted through individual networks on sites such as LinkedIn, Instagram, Facebook,
Twitter and other promotional channels.
NATURE OF THE PROCESS

It is important to consider the entire context and applicability of a branding message in making the decision
to embrace it. The more one learns about the potential use of a branding compaign, and how it can be used to
drive awareness of Batavia for purposes of economic development and community engagement, the more the
brand assumes a beneficial shape and orientation.

It is the nature of such a process to engender gut reactions that might be initially negative. Change is hard for
any community to embrace. But it is the history of Batavia to consider and embrace change. Some of that has
been forced upon the community through the decades by shifts in economics and cultural trends. Our
downtown has changed with the times. Our retail corridors have pulsed and shifted with national trends over
which the city has little control.

But that is precisely why the City of Batavia needs to affect its own future by laying claim to the cultural and
economic forces that exist now, and that can exist in the future. We are a community that draws power from
all those who involve themselves in the process. We are a community powered and empowered by our
neighbors, be they people within our own borders or those we recruit to mutual aims in regional and even
national economic development. With Chicago and Fermilab to the east and one of the nation’s strongest
agricultural areas to our west, Batavia is uniquely positioned with the Fox River at its heart and nearly 30,000
people eager to leverage it all to what our city will become in the future.
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Community Research
Quantitative Results

850 responses were completed from
March 27 - April 10, 2017 via Internet survey.
Surveys were distributed electronically by members
of the Steering Committee as well as others including
the School District and sparc’s one-on-one and
one-on-one-a-few interview participants.
Research on positioning for Batavia uncovered
tremendous support for a “strong neighbors/
neighborhood feel” brand.
Statements for this position have very high scores
for being compelling, believable, unique.

sparc, inc.

the design offices of Richard Cassis | City of Batavia | Brand & Identity Development Project

Community Research
Quantitative Results
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Batavia is home to generous and caring citizens, active
in the community with a strong spirit of volunteerism.

Batavia has a strong neighborhood feel; a place where
neighbors know each other and help each other out.

Compelling

73%

73%

Believable

70%

70%

Unique

50%

50%

Q.7 For each of the following, please rate how compelling the statement is to you when thinking about Batavia as a
community to shop, dine, visit or live. Please use a 1–5 scale where 1 = not at all compelling and 5 = very compelling.

sparc, inc.

the design offices of Richard Cassis | City of Batavia | Brand & Identity Development Project

n = 850

Community Research
The Qualitative Process
& What You Said

We talked to 33 residents, business owners, volunteers,
faith leaders, elected & appointed officials – long-time
residents, new-to-town, returning-to-town
How they rank Batavia’s biggest assets
• The people: generous, willing to pitch in, neighbors make it safe here
• The schools: unanimous praise
• The arts community: “So vibrant Geneva and St. Charles
are riding our coattails.”
• Chamber of Commerce & Main Street: support across
all business sectors
• Current City administration: easy to do business with the City
sparc, inc.
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Community Research

How They View Current Identities
Reaction to Windmill visual
50/50 split positive vs. negative

•
•
•
•

Important to our history vs. It’s not our future
Interesting looking vs. They look kind of silly – no one gets it
Sets us apart vs. Only cool if you like history
Neat if you’re over 50 vs. Just don’t care if you’re under 50

Reaction to City of Energy
Today “energy” in Batavia means
• The People • Entrepreneurship • River Street • Farmers Market

• “Don’t remind me of what energy costs here!”
• “We don’t really do that (at Fermi). We do basic research.”
• “I don’t get what it means.”

sparc, inc.
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Batavia Brand Architecture
BATAVIA’S VISION

To be welcoming to all — neighbors, new comers, business owners, visitors.

TH E B RAN D PROM ISE to external audiences

The welcome mat is always out.

TH E B RAN D PROM ISE to internal audiences

This is the community where you can depend on your neighbors.

POSITION I NG in the marketplace / POINTS OF DIFFERENTIATION

Batavia is known for its strong neighborhood feel,
where neighbors know each other and help each other out.

B RAN D PE RSONALITY

Generous. Strong spirit of volunteerism. Down-to-earth.
Genuine. Friendly to all.

B RAN D PE RSONALITY

Generous. Strong spirit of volunteerism. Down-to-earth.
Genuine. Friendly to all.

KEY MESSAGE 1

KEY MESSAGE 2

KEY MESSAGE 3

KEY MESSAGE 4

KEY MESSAGE 5

A great family town

Nobody volunteers
like Batavia

Neighbors provide
safety nets for
those in need

New and growing
businesses are
welcomed and
supported

The arts and
self-expression
flourish here

PROOF POINT(S)

PROOF POINT(S)

PROOF POINT(S)

PROOF POINT(S)

PROOF POINT(S)

Great schools and
Park District programs

Do-It-Ourselves:
Riverwalk built with
volunteer labor

CHIP IN for students

Chamber of Commerce
mentoring and support

Water Street Studios
exhibits and classes

User-friendly city hall

Limestone art exhibits,
live music and
card-making

Strong support for
local teams
Kid-friendly businesses
and restaurants

Interfaith Food Pantry
and Clothes Closet

Main Street programs
and events

Family-friendly
outdoors – Riverwalk,
Bike Path, Depot Pond,
Farmers Market,
Fermi Nature Areas

Batavia Powered by Neighbors
sparc, inc.
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Fine Arts Center
& Festival

BATAVIA
POWERED BY NEIGHBORS

POWERED
DANI
STUDIO

neighbor•
hood art
activist

POWERED
TEA
MELISSA
neighbor•
hood spice
master

POWERED
OUR
NATURAL
NEIGHBOR
neighbor•
hood wonder

holiday
giftcard
shop. drop.
repeat.

River Street
Government
Center
Library

